G.O. PACK™
Installation procedure:

Standard Full-Stocked AR-15A2/M-16A2style rifles w. Giles Tactical Sling™
*Also fits Stoner, Armalite, etc.

WARNING: Mishandling of firearms may cause serious
injury or death. Before practicing with your Giles Sling™
make sure your weapon is unloaded and pointed in a safe
direction. Study how the sling attaches and how it will
move when in use. If the sling interferes with the safe
operation or handling of the weapon, discontinue use.
For further safety considerations, consult the owner's
manual of your weapon and seek professional assistance.

Items needed:
Unfasten and loosen strap C of your Original Giles Tactical Sling™. Slide the length of the Velcro® security
strip B under strap C. Fasten the hook Velcro® area on the back of support panel A onto the loop surface
of sling strap C. Fold security strip B over onto the loop Velcro® on support panel A and secure. This
prevents the unit from ripping loose or shifting under stress. Fold sling strap C down into secured
position over support panel A and fasten snugly along its length to mate the Velcro®.

(1) G.O. Pack™ adapter
(1) AUG/AR mag pouch,
vertical or special horizontal
(1) Giles Sling™

Wrap support panel strap E around the stock and run the end through the buckle at bottom. Fold strap
back and snugly mate the Velcro® securely.
Unfasten wraparound belt loop D from AUG/AR pouch (vertical model shown) and straighten. Slide
it under support panel A between straps C and E. This will be difficult as the panel is tightly secured
to the stock and backed with hook Velcro®. We recommend placing a credit card between the support
panel and the wraparound strap as you slide it through. When the wraparound strap is fully seated
down on the support panel, slide out the credit card. The Velcro® backing will mate and lock the pouch
in place. Wrap the belt loop around the front of the pouch and secure. Apply pressure to all hook and
loop fasteners to ensure mating.
*Note: Any Wilderness™ vertical mag pouch will work on the G.O. Pack™ system. However, the horizontal
mag pouch must be a special G.O. Pack™ unit with a 2” strap instead of the usual 3” strap.
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This is how the properly
assembled G.O Pack and
Giles Sling should look.
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